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Success with Automation testing using WinRunner
Decrease software development cycle. Increase  Return on Investment  (ROI) 
By   Dan Amin


Introduction
It seems like automation and outsourcing are not the most popular 
buzzwords in the current economy. Although, automation testing when implemented correctly, can be an asset to a QA team, a development team
and to over all IT department. This can further improve the bottom line for the corporation. It also means faster deployment of software. Automation testing is not a cure to all. It will not replace a manual testing effort.  But, automation testing is great for executing routine tedious task, functional tests and long regression tests. Best of all with combo tools like WinRunner and TestDirector, regression tests can be scheduled to run unattended. What would take weeks or months now can be completed in 4 to 8 hrs. 
 In recent past, I had an opportunity to work for a well-known Chicago financial exchange. The requirement there was to convert manual testing to automated scripts and ultimately create a regression test that can be unattended when resources were available. We chose spreadsheet driven architecture - keyword driven. A keyword driven is a subset of data driven architecture. One of the requirements was to create random entry order for the trading system. We wanted to test over 1000 random orders to see how the system behaves. This was not a load test.  Tools like LoadRunner traditionally do a load testing. It simulates thousands of virtual users to create a bottleneck in the system.
 	The above program is a good example of how automation testing can help a test lab. At a maximum capacity, we had 12 manual testers testing the system. It would be impossible to simulate over 1000 truly random orders in a mater of minutes. Furthermore, we could test unattended when resources are available after the Exchange is closed.

Is this a Testing or a Development project?
When implementing robust data driven testing architecture, it may        become a mini development project depending on the complexity of the AUT(Application Under Test). On the other hand, if a person is experienced in TSL (Testing Script Language), it can be implemented relatively quickly.      




  
   
Major methods of automation testing 
There are two major methods of automation testing; Playback-Record method and Spreadsheet (Data) Driven method. 
 
         	Playback-Record Method 
This is generally considered the “out of the box” method. Not to confuse with “out of the box thinking” which is this paper is about. You basically record all your user inputs, transactions, navigations and then you replay the entire script and compare against the base line that was created on the previous run. If a change occurs from baseline then it will flag you in the TestLog viewer. Playback method  is good as a smoke test or sanity check of the system. WinRunner includes GUI wizard that will jump-start this process. It will quickly open parent and child windows of the application and test the stability of the application. If the software application is somewhat mature and stable, playback methods may be a better approach than more robust automation testing approach, which is later described. Playback method is not useful when input data or navigation has to change on each transaction. The other disadvantage is that scripts are harder to maintain. For example, if you want to test different User Names you have to rerecord the script using a new User Name. By hard coding you can parameterize the User Name, which takes us to the next topic and that is a Data driven or spreadsheet driven approach. 

	Spreadsheet driven method 
Just remember, when writing scripts in TSL, basic programming etiquette should be observed. Keep it modular, use comment statements to explain programming logic and use naming convention and standards to create functions, sub-functions, test cases and spreadsheets.              
This is a more robust and modular approach to testing. Spreadsheets where data is inputted can be changed on a regular bases, which can be handed to business analyst to input valid data. Many different scenarios of test cases can be organize and executed from here. Yet, functions and sub functions that it calls does not have to change.
 	It is more code intensive and does take a bit more time to develop the script but well worth the effort for RAD - Rapid Application development. ROI(Return on investment) does increase as more scripts are executed with regression test.  TSL is the heart of WinRunner programming. It is important to note that with WinRunner 7.0 and up TSL remains the same. As of this writing WinRunner 7.6 has made significant changes to the look and feel of the menu items. However, TSL is the same. Following is a simple example. In past we have created search engines using TSL to find specific data on the application followed by testing  and validating  that data. TSL is a fully functioning programming language that allows you to do wide variety of functional task. 
                                                   
                                                                            
	A simple login example with playback record method, Application name is HNET2000 user name ‘dan’ and password ‘test’. Unfortunately, with this method we cannot test other username and password since they are recorded. 

                        
# HNET_2000
	set_window ("HNET_2000", 6);
	obj_type ("LOGON","dan");
	obj_mouse_click ("LOGON", 164, 74, LEFT);
	obj_type ("LOGON","test");
	obj_mouse_drag ("LOGON", 117, 120, 117, 121, LEFT);

        
	By using above example and parameterzing, values can be read from the spreadsheet    using ddt_val statement. Using case statement different keyword (keyword driven) transactions is called from spreadsheet and data is pass to sub function.

          
# Enter Username and Password. 
  
	     case "LOGIN":
         	report_msg("Action: " & in_action);
            
		    	in_lastname = ddt_val(table,"P1");
		   	in_firstname = ddt_val(table,"P2");
		   
		   
		 UDF_login(in_lastname,in_firstname); 
                    
 		    break;
	Calling custom function UDF_login to performs certain task. First function looks for Hnet login window if not found it starts the application and populates two fields from above case statement. Otherwise it does nothing and reports to TestLog.  ‘No Action Taken,…’. After a test run, viewing TestLog is crucial. It will tell you if test case previously ran passed or failed. Hundreds of test cases and transactions can be run unattended and validated from TestLog.


      public function UDF_login(in in_user_name, in in_password)
{

# Login only if Hnet does not exist, First check to see Hnet exist.
# HNET_2000
	
		
	if (win_exists ("HNET_2000")==E_NOT_FOUND)
	   {
	   # login screen
	   # start application Hnet 4.3
	   invoke_application("C:\\VHANS\Begin.exe","","C:\\VHANS\\",SW_SHOW);
	   wait (1) 
	   win_activate ("HNET_2000");
	   set_window ("HNET_2000", 1);
	   obj_type ("LOGON","<kReturn>");
	   obj_mouse_drag ("LOGON", 136, 29, 135, 33, LEFT);
	   obj_type ("LOGON",in_user_name & "<kTab>" & in_password);
	   obj_mouse_drag ("LOGON", 101, 129, 100, 129, LEFT);
       }
	else	
        {  report_msg ("No Action Taken,HNET screen exist");#do nothing 
         }

return;		
       
Future trends for automation testing.  

Using WinRunner and TSL can implement robust automation testing. I hade the opportunity to work with WinRunner, TSL, Rational Robot (which is now IBM owned), and SQA Basic. One can implement similar data driven architecture using SQA Basic for Rational Robot. Both are very good tools. However, with given current economic conditions and high cost associated with initial  purchasing and  licensing agreement with automation testing tools, quality directors and managers may see the benefit, but they may hesitate to take the next step to implementing the automation testing. It is true that small and mid size companies may never have the budget or luxury to use these tools, but in recent times this is also true with large corporations with tight IT budgets where automation testing is not a high priority.     
                   
My Two Cents 	 
This is not the scope of this paper. However, talking to other industry experts, the trend may be toward open source architecture, such as the successful Linux operating system. Since, open source is free and developed by enthusiast they do not have the marketing or developing budgets. It may take time before open source programming becomes mainstream and accepted by general audience. But if you are an enthusiast and like to explore open source tools, you may want to consider the following tools. As for automation testing, take a look at a tool called RUBY. This is a free program available for automation testing .  For load testing look at OpenSTA. And for open source data base solution use MYSQL. These tools allows small companies to be more innovative and competitive with the larger corporation.
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